To whom it may concern

On the recent Open House Ottawa day, my wife and I ventured forth to visit the Experimental
Farm in the torrential rain to find out exactly what is at stake for the Farm in the current

discussions about its future.

We must say we were greatly impressed with the quality of the exhibits and the full extent of what
occurs in the lands that are the subject of current discussions. We spoke to scientists and
technicians and learned a great deal. Coincidently M.P.Poilievre(Carleton) asked a ques(ion that
encompasses the whole issue. Attached to our document is the concise,authoritative reply from
the Minister which has not received any public notice that we have seen. Therefore we provide his
reply but have taken the liberty of adding brief Notes that identify the specific fields addressed by
his reply to assist locating them in the fields.,so far as we know. We applaud the Minister for the
thoroughness of his reply.
We feel that the document speaks for itself - world class, long-term experiments that have an
incalculably large impact, long-term.
This is an Experimental Farm that has had such a long time existence that valid results can be
obtained with significance in Canada and worldwide. So what looks like an empty field with
nothing going on his far from that. We need the Farm to continue what it is doing.
We also need a new hospitallocation. We were told the land with the federaloffice building that
was demolished on the property, is totally unsuitable for ever being used in field studies. It would
seem that land would be available for the hospital - and everyone's needs would be satisfied. We
hope that cooler heads will consider this alternative and it sure seems better than having Hospital
staff running across Carling Avenue..
Sincerely,

Don Harper BScPhm , MBA
Lois Harper BA.,MEd, ARCT
2 Valleystream Dr.,Suite 541,

Ottawa,Ont.,K2H 0A5
613 356 4888
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With regard to the 60 acres of Central Experimental Farm land that was assigned to the National Capita! Commission in
Noverhber 2014: (a\ within the last 10 years, (i) what specifically has this portion of the farm been used for, (ii) what species of
plants have been grown there, (iii) what experimenls have been conducted there, (iv) what significant or successful reisearch
has come specifically as a result of this 60 acres of land; (b) has the Department of Agriculture and Agri-Food conduc;ted any
studies in order to ascertain what the impact of this loss of land will be, in general, and on experimental research capabilities;
(c) what has the Department of Agriculture and Agri-Food done to date to rnltigate the impact of losing this land; and (d) wtrat
does the Department plan lo do in the future to mitigate the irnpacl of losing this land
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Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (including the Canadian Pari-Mutuel Agency)

(aXi)

This portion of the Central Experimental Farm encompasses mostlywhat is known as Field 1. Although the
plots in Field 1 were originally established for conducting speciftc single experiments, they evolved lnto a
controlled research platform (like living laboratories) that can be used to conduct experiments requiring ma1y
years of field trials and data collection. These long term research plots provide very specific conditions for
research that will help us understand key problems facing farmers today. For example, AAFC scientists have
used the controlled research platform to study a variety of issues affecting soil heatth and crop felds,
including the effec{s of tillage on Fusarium head blight infection, GHG emissions, and soil carbon
sequestration. ln the last 10 years, research conducted on this field includes:

SoilTillaqe
The long-term soil tillage experiment has been undenray since 1992. Changes caused by titlage and crop
rotations take a long time to manifest their effects on soil quality, plant growth and yields. lt also takes years to
assess and understand the effects of management practices (tillage/crops) on the wider environment (e.9.,
greenhouse gas emissions, soilcarbon sequestration). The data collected from these long-term experiments
become more reliable and more valuable the longer the experiment is mnducted. These data are essential for
validating the computer models that are used to make economic and environniental predictions related to farm

pioduction.
Carbon Cvclinq
A soil carbon cycling experiment, started in 2OA7,is a part of an lntemational network of soil experimental
plots conducted in collaboration with three other countries. The locatlon of these plols (in terms of climate, soil
type and cropping system) is an important factor in making them unique. The CEF plots are one of seven
long-term experiments conducted by AAFC (three in eastem Canada) that focus on tillage, and are the second
.oldest in the country. They also rank among the longest running tillage experiments in North America.

. -2Fusarium Head Elight

Thefield study of wheat production and Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) outbreaks started. in2AM. The goal of
this research is to collect long{erm soil biodiversity data (bacterial, fungal} ftom different times over the
growing season. The data will provide information on the structure and dynamics of the microbial communities
interacting with FHB. This study takes advantage of the fact that the disease is present in some of fte plots
and the soil has been well characterized. lt willtake at least 6-8 years for ttie microbial community to reach
steady-state levels.
Greenhggse Gases

Emissions

t

Since 2005, AAFC has been conducting field studies to measure greenhouse gases emissions (CO2, N2O,
CH4) from soil under different tillage and crop rotations. The long term aspect of this study will give accurate
and meaningful ciaia that will be used to improve agrlculture practices.
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The goalof this longltenn canola rotation study, which has been undenrvay since 20{2 at CEF, Quebec and
Nova Scotia, is to better understand how canola fits into the existing cropping systems. ln order to assess the
economic, emlogical and environmental impact of growing canola in existing cropping systems, long-term and
cumulative data are essential.
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His'lorical Varieties

.

Historical varieties selected from different decades from the 1930s to today are grown together for purpose of
comparing their agronomics qualities. Maintaining this research in the same field over a number oi yeirs
allows for accurate assessment of attributes for each of the varieties. For example, a recent study examined
the influence of increased atmospheric CO2 concentration on grovuth and yield. This experiment has been
running since 1992.
R&D_SenSgr.Network

Since 2010, a network of sensors has been collecting a large amount of weather and soit environmental data
for soil modeling studies.
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The species of plants that have been grown on this portion of the farm include mainly wheat, com, soybeans,
oats, barley and canola.

(iii) The main experiments are described in section (i). Some plant breeding experiments have also been
conducted for over 100 years to produce new varieties of wheat, com, barley, oats and soybeans.
(iv) Marquis Wheat
This wheat was developed by Charles Saunders at the CEF in the early 1900's, and it has been called the
greatest practical triumph of Cariadian agricutture. lt has been oedited as important as the raitway in opening
the Canadian west to settlement. ln 1918, Marquis wheat was planted in over 20 million acres in Canada and
the USA, replacing all other spring varieties grown at that time. Field 1 was used in the early development of
Marquis.

-32007 NobelPeace Prize
Some of the work on soil carbon cycling performed on Field 1 contributed to the
Paneion Climate Change, who was awarded 2007 NobelPeace Prize.
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Meple Arrow Sovbean
The production of soybeans was limlted to soulhern Ontario until the 1970's. ln 1976, Harvey Votdeng, from
the CEF, released Maple Anow, wAich allowd the expansion of soybean cultivation into eastem Oritario,
increasing the area planted in soybeans in Ontario from 150,000 hectares to one rnillion today. Soybeans are
now e-ven grolyn in Manitoba and Quebec thanks to the work at the CEF.
Maple Glen SoJbean
Maple Glen was developed in 1987 by Harvey Voldeng and Elroy Cober. This variety is excellent for.the
production of tofu and greatly increased the demand for Ontiario soybeans by the Japanese market. lt received
the Eastem Seed of the Year Award in 2015.
Naked Oats. AC Geh!

MFC's Dr. Vem Bunows, a world recognized authority on oat breading vvho has been been breeding oats at
the CEF for 60 years, developed a variety called AC Gehl, a hultess oat, also called naked oat and the Rice of
the Prairies. This variety, which cooks and looks like rice, has twice the protein, 10 times the ftbre and eight
times the iron of white rice. ,
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The weather station on the CEF has been in constant operation since 1889 and moved to its cunent location
in 1952. Manual obsenations have been performed since its establishment and have been complemented by
automated measurements since 2000. lts data is more reliable and used by many, even to fillthe gaps in data
from lhe Ottawa Airport site. The weather station requires being in the middle.of a wide open flat space for
accurate records to be obtained. New conskuction too close to its current location would change the tocal
climate.
Wonder Winter Wheat
Fusarium head blight ls a serious disease of many cereals. This variety of soft red winter wheat was
developed at the CEF in 20OZ by Dr, Radhey Pandeya for pastry production and was four times more tolerant
to Fusarium that other varieties

SErrt Season Com Lines
ln the 1950's and 60's researchers at CEF developed com lines that needed less time to reach maturity. That
work was fundamental in enabling producers to grow com in colder areas farther north.

FrederickWheat
_-.-This soft white winter wheat, developed at CEF, was popular for at least 15 years, occupying g0 percent of
the wheat acreage in Eastem Canada, and was used as a quality and yiefd standard- lt was once calculated
in the 1980's that the value of developing Frederic* was over $500 million.
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Natto.Fopd Twe $ovbeans
ln addition to soymilk and tofu, soybeans are used for thls Japanese delicacy - natto (fermented soybeans).
The ftrst Canadian natto food type soybeans were developed at the CEF and opened up a new marketfor

Onkrio fanners.
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AAFC has not conducted any studies on the impact of the loss of land. ltis clear that the long-Gnn
experiments would be affected. Somd could be restarted elsewhere, and this would ctruse a detay of only a
few years. For 6ther experiments, the data collected over the last 10-20 years could not be fotlowed or
sites across the counfi and the world.
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AAFC has not conducted any studies on
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impact of the loss of land.

The Govemment of Canada remains committed to the research at ffre Central Experimental Farm.
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Note A- Allthese experiments are performed in field 1a -the only location on the farm
Note B - This work is done in the south part of fieid 1b. And a heat and drought stress study is in
Field 11.
Note C- WoW!
Note D Allabove experiments are performed in field 1a
Note E The north part of field 1b is also used in a rotation basis. This year it was planted with.
corn.The area north of field 1 is used to provide breeder seed or is left fallow to rest..
The area west of field 1 is a buckthorn nursery to study the resistence of oats to rust
All of these experiments are conducted within the area denoted for transfer to,the
Hospital and includes fields 1 , 11 and part of field 10 which are the few fields on the .
Farm that are irrigated.. Little of the rest of the farm is irrigated
It would seem to be obvious what a tragic loss it would be if all this was sacrificed, .

